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Lepton flavor violatingτ decay is a clear signature of new physics beyond the StandardModel.

The Belle II experiment aims to record 50 ab−1 of data at the SuperKEKB energy-asymmetric

e+e− collider, which is 50 times larger amount compared to the current experiments. The an-

ticipated high statistics data sample has excellent sensitivity to lepton flavor violatingτ lepton

decays. The expected sensitivity of the branching ratio is O(10−9)∼ O(10−10), which depends on

the background situation.
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1. Lepton flavor violation in τ decay

Lepton flavor violation (LFV) inτ decay is one of main topics at the B-factory experiment,
as a probe of new physics (NP) beyond the standard model (SM).In the SM, LFV is highly sup-
pressed [1], which is impossible to access by actual experiments. However, many extensions of
the SM predict LFV decays. Their BRs are enhanced as high as current experimental sensitivity.
Therefore, observation of LFV decays is a clear signature ofNP. Tau lepton is a heaviest charged
lepton, so it opens many possible LFV decay modes, which classifies the NP models.

2. Current status

The current best sensitivity is obtained by the previous B-factory experiments. We have per-
formed the LFVτ decay searches using huge amount of data obtained by the KEKB/Belle experi-
ment [2, 3]. KEKB is asymmetric energye+e− collider with

√
s= 10.58 GeV and realized world

highest luminosity. The cross section ofτ pair production is similar with the one ofb quark pair
production. So, a B-factory is also aτ-factory. Belle detector has collected the data with good
tracking reconstruction and particle identification (ID) system. The lepton ID is important for the
LFV searches. Belle has achieved 90 % efficiency with the fakerate of O(0.1) % for electrons and
O(1) % for muons. Finally, we have collected∼ 109 τ pairs.

In the analysis, we have selectedτ pair events, in which oneτ decays to one charged particle
and neutrals, and another decays to LFV signal mode that is fully reconstructed. The number of
signal events is basically extracted using the invariant massm of the signal side and∆E that is
residual of reconstructed energy minus beam energy. From the data distribution onm-∆E plot
shown in Fig. 1(left), we estimate the number of background (BG) events in the signal region using
sideband data and Monte-Carlo (MC) expectation.

The search forτ → 3 leptons is performed using the Belle data of∼ 7×108τ pairs. We found
no event in the signal region and set the upper limit (UL) of BRto be(1.5∼ 2.7)×10−8 at 90 %
confidence level [4]. We also found almost BG free condition from the sideband data, because of
good lepton ID. The search forτtoµγ andeγ is performed based on∼ 4.8×108τ pairs and results
in obtaining several events in the signal region, however nomeaningful excess from the sideband
distribution, as shown in Fig. 1(right). The obtained UL is 4.5×10−8 for τ → µγ and 1.2×10−7

for eγ [5]. The dominant BG is generalτ pair events with hard initial state radiation and leptonicτ
decay. It is hardly irreducible BG.

The current results for many LFV decay modes are summarized in Fig. 2. B-factories, Belle
and BaBar experiments, have improved the sensitivity by about one order of magnitude from the
older CLEO experiment. Belle, BaBar and recently LHCb are reaching O(10−8) BR sensitivity.
As shown in the results, the decay modes ofτ → 3leptonsand lepton plus mesons (decaying to
charged particles) show better sensitivity because of lessBG, compared toτ → lγ .

3. Future prospect at Belle II

We are upgrading the experiment, to achieve further extended sensitivity by collecting more
data with better detector performance. The Belle II experiment will accumulate 50 ab−1 integrated
luminosity, which corresponds to∼ 5×1010τ pair events, with the upgraded detector [6].
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Figure 1: Them-∆E distributions forτ → µµµ MC (left) andτ → µγ data and MC (right). The horizontal
axis is the invariant massm and the vertical is∆E. Boxes indicate the signal MC expectation and dots are
data. The ellipse shows the signal region.

Figure 2: The upper limits of the BRs for LFVτ decays obtained by CLEO, BaBar, Belle and LHCb
experiments and the prospects for the Belle II experiment.

The BR sensitivity depends on the integrated luminosity,L , however, the dependence is dif-
ferent due to the BG condition. Forτ → lγ mode, the sensitivity is proportional to 1/

√
L , because

of the non-negrigible BG frome+e− → τ+τ−γ . On the other hand, the sensitivity ofτ → 3 leptons
and lepton plus mesons depends on 1/L because of negligible BG events reduced by particle ID
and meson mass restriction. Therefore, it is important to reduce BG (or improve signal-to-noise
ratio, S/N), to achieve further sensitivity. The S/N forτ → lγ will improve, if γ energy resolution
improves. In the Belle II experiment, less material before electromagnetic calorimeter will improve
the resolution, however, we need to care the deterioration due to the high beam BG condition.

The future prospects of the BR sensitivity is shown in Fig. 2 and 3, which are extracted using
the BG situation in the latest analysis. The BR ofτ → µµµ is expected to reach O(10−10) at 50
ab−1. On the contrary, the BR ofτ → µγ will be ∼ 2×10−9, which is limited by non-negligible
BG.

The theoretical predictions of the BR ofτ → µγ and µµµ are shown in Table 1. Now, the
experiments are limiting the parameter space of NP models and reaching the region of large tanβ
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Figure 3: The future prospects on the upper limit of the BR as a functionof integrated luminosity. Filled
marks show the experimental results obtained by CLEO and Belle experiments, and open marks indicate the
prospects at Belle II experiment.

and small SUSY/Higgs mass in some SUSY models. The Belle II experiment will explore larger
parameter space and may find NP.

Table 1: Theoretical predictions of the branching ratio forτ → µγ andτ → µµµ .

Model τ → µγ τ → µµµ
SM + heavyνR [7] 10−9 10−10

Non-universalZ′ [8] 10−9 10−8

SUSY SO(10) [9] 10−8 10−10

mSUGRA + seesaw [10] 10−7 10−9

SUSY Higgs [11] 10−10 10−7

4. Summary

Previous B factory experiments have reached O(10−8) BR sensitivity using∼ 109 τ pair events.
Belle II experiment will start soon and collect∼ 5× 1010 τ pair events. LFV search sensitivity
depends on the statistics, however the slope is different due to the BG condition. The BG-free
modes, such asτ → 3 leptons, can be reached to O(10−10) BR sensitivity, although the mode
τ → lγ will be O(10−9) that highly depends on the number of BG events in the signal region.
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